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In 191 we generalized the classical Liiroth theorem to a statement 
concerning the degrees of irrationality of R and S: where R c S are function 
fields of one variable over an infinite ground field. A more refined statement 
is Theorem 1 in the present article, which establishes a relationship between 
what we term the Liiroth semigroups of R and S, rather than just the degrees 
of irrationality. In Theorems 2 and 3 we generalize the classical result of 
Igusa 171 on Liiroth’s theorem. 
The concept of Weierstrass canonical divisors introduced here is clearly 
motivated by the classical concept of Weierstrass points. Using Weierstrass 
canonical divisors we obtain several results on Liiroth semigroups, and we 
give, in Theorem 4, a criterion for a field to be hyperelliptic. 
To illustrate our results and the techniques involved, we give in Section 3 
several examples and applications. 
Our notation is, we hope, fairly standard. For example, for x E R, a 
function field of one variable, we use (x) to denote the divisor of x, and (x), 
and (x), to denote, respectively, the zero divisor and polar divisor of x. If F 
and G are curves, we use #(Fr‘l G) to denote the number of intersections of 
F and G counted w/ith multiplicities. 
1. THE LCJROTH SEMIGROUP 
DEFINITION--PROPOSITION 1. Let R be a function jield of one variable 
ocer an injirziteJeld k. Then the set of positive integers 
G, = ( [R: k(x) 1 1 x E R, x transcendental over k j 
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is an additive semigroup, and is defined io be the Liiroth semigroup qf H 
(oL:er k). 
ProoJ: Suppose m and II are in G, with m = [R: k(x)] and n = II?: k(j:) j, 
For a and b in k, we have (x $- a) = (x t- a j, - (xi,, md (y $ bj = 
(v i- !>)O - (J)~;. Since* k is infinite, we can choose a: b in k such that 
(x -+ a)” has no prime divisor components in common with (j),,, and 
(.!I $ b). has no prime divisor components in common with (x)<, . For z == 
(x f a)(j! -t b), we have [R: k(z) j = m + H. Hence G, is an additive 
semigroup. 
THEOREM 1. Let R c S be functionJields of one cariable ocer an irzJnite 
Jeid k. Then the Lzi’roth semigrogp of S, G, G G,! the Lfroth semigroicp q! 
R. 
Proqfi Let !t E G,, and x E S be such that n = jS: k(x)]. Let y denote 
the norm of x with respect to the field extension S over R. If J* is no: 
algebraic over k, then it follows from 191 that jS: k(xjl > jH: k(y)j. To 
establish our theorem, it will suffice to show that for some a E k and z = the 
norm of x + a, we have [S: k(x)] = IS: k(x + a)] = [R: k(z)]. 
We shall use the notation of 191. Note that g,(x i- a j = g,(x) + a in T, and 
the polar divisor of g,(x + u) = the polar divisor of g,(x). Since k is infinite, 
we can choose a E k so that the zero divisor of gj(x i- a) has no prime 
divisor components in common with the polar divisor of gi(,y -t- a). X-ience we 
have 
mll’: k(x -t u)] = IF k(z)] 
and the proof follows verbatim as in 119, p. 861 replacing “>*’ by *‘=” and 
‘t,,?: by :LZ.“? 
Remark. If IS: R 1 = m. then we obviously have mG, c G,s, so ihat for R 
and S as in Theorem 1 we have the inclusions mG, & G, c G,. 
It would be interesting to determine if Proposition 1 and Theorem i arc 
still valid if the ground field k is finite. Also, for a ftmction fje!d S oi’ :‘T 
variables over k one may define the L.zi’roth set G,$ of S as 
G, :- {IS: k(x, ?...? x,,)l 1 x, ,...: x, E S are algebraically independent over k \, 
It wouid be interesting to know if G, is always an add.itive semigroup. 
Examples such as those in i 14, 12, 2 1 show that for function fields of several 
variabies R z S one need not have G, C. G,. 
Igusa in 171 generalized the classical Liiroth theorem by proving that if R 
is a function field of one variable over k such that R is a subfield of a. pure 
transcendental extension in several variables k(si “..., xJ, then R = %(:i) for 
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some y E R. If one defines the degree of irrationality, irr(S), of a function 
field S of IZ variables as 
irr(S) = min{ [S: k(4 ,,..., xJJ 1 x1 ,..., x, E S) 
then in analogy with Igusa’s theorem, one has 
THEOREM 2. If R G S, with R a function Jeld of one variable, and S a 
function field of several variables over an inj?nite ground field k, then the 
degree of irrationality of S, irr(S) > irr(R), the degree of irrationality of R. 
ProoJ Let m = irr(S) with m = IS: k(x ,,..., xJ] and k(x, ,..., xn) pure 
transcendental over k. If n = 1, our result follows from Theorem 1. If II > 1, 
then since R/k has transcendence degree one, we may assume that x, is 
transcendental over R. Let R = k(z, ,..., zI), and let A = klx, ,..., x,, z, ,..., z,J. 
We may assume that A has quotient field S. For a E k we consider the 
valuation ring Y= klx, ,..., x,,J~,,-~). Note that the residue field k,, of the 
valuation ring V is isomorphic to the field k(x, ,..., xn-,), and for all but 
finitely many a E k, the extensions of V to valuation rings W of the field S 
are such that W2A = k[x ,,..., x,, z , ,..., z,J. Moreover, if A z W, then the 
center P of W on A is a height one prime of A containing x, - a. Since x, is 
transcendental over R, we see that P n klz, ,..., zt] = (0). Hence, under the 
canonical map of W to its residue field k,., we have that R is mapped k- 
isomorphically on to a subfield of k,,. By a standard result on extending 
valuation rings [ 15, p. 285 J, we have that [k,: k,] < IS: k(x, ,...,xn)J = m. 
Since k,. z k(x ,,..., xn-,), we are reduced now to a situation where R G k,, a 
function field of n - 1 variables over k and irr(k,.) < m. A simple induction 
argument completes the proof. 
For fields of characteristic zero we can improve Theorem 2 in a manner 
similar to the way that Theorem I extends our previous result in 191. 
THEOREM 3. If R c S, with R a function field of one variable, and S a 
functionJield of several variables over a ground field k of characteristic zero 
such that k is maximally algebraic in S then the LCroth set for S, G, G G, ~ 
the L&-0th semigroup for R. 
Proof: We proceed by induction on the transcendence degree of S over k. 
If n = 1, then the result follows from Theorem 1. Suppose n > 1, and let 
m E G,Y with m = [S: k(x, ,..., x,)1. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we want to 
obtain a valuation ring V = k[x, ,..., x,,]~,.), where f is a linear polynomial in 
x, )...) x, ? and an extension W of V to S such that the residue field k,,, of W 
contains a k-isomorphic copy of R. Moreover, we now want the equality 
1 k,: k, 1 = m. This will follow provided W is unramified over V and is the 
unique extension of V to S. By [ 13, p. 68, Lemma 51, for all but finitely 
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many b E k, k(x, - bx,) is maximally algebraic in S. And by ‘“the theorem 
of Bertini for pencils” 113, p. 611 for all but finitely many a E k the 
valuation ring V= k[x,,...,x,](x,-bx,-a) has a unique extension W to a 
valuation ring of S. Since the valuation ring V is unramified in S for all but 
at most a finite number of choices of ~1, we obtain V and W such that m = 
Ik,.: kY] and: as in the-proof of Theorem 2, k,. contains a k-isomorphic copy 
of R. Thus, for S’ = k,, we have m E G,Y,, and by induction G,. c G,, so 
that m E G,. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
We conclude this section with a result concerning the structure of the 
Liiroth semigroup G,< of a function field R of one variable over an 
algebraically closed ground field k. We shall use the Riemann-Roth form?ila 
for divisors D on R 13, p. 2101 or 15, p. 2953 
I(D)=degD+ 1 -g+I(K-D), 
where K is any canonical divisor on R, g is the genus of R, and Z(D) denotes 
the vector space dimension of the linear series Y(D) = (x E R I (x) + D > 0). 
~ROrOsI'rIo~ 2. Let R be a function field of one oariable ofgenus i over 
on algebruically closed ground Jieid k of ckaracreristic zero. 7%en G, 
conlairs ull integers >g + 1. 
ProoJ: The result is evident for g = 0. If g = 1, then K = 0 is a canonjcai 
divisor, and for any prirne divisor P the Riemann-Roth formula yields 
I(P)=degP$ 1 - i := 1. 
Simiiariy, we have Z(2P) = 2 and 1(3P) = 3. For x E Y’(2P)\Y(Pj and 
J E Y(3P)\,Yi(2P), it is clear that 2 = IR: k(x) ] and 3 = Ii;: k(y) j, which 
settles the case g = 1. 
For g> 1, it follows from the existence of non-Weierstrass points 
13,~. 2151, that gf I ,..., 2g- 1 E G,. Moreover, for any prime divisor P: 
the Riemann-Roth formula implies that /((II + l)P) = Z(nP) i- I for ali 
n > 2g - 2, since I(K - nP) = 0. For any z E Y((n f I )Pj\$+‘(nP)- we have 
n + 1 = jR: k(z)], which completes the proof of Proposition 2. 
Remark. Without assuming that k is of characteristic zero 3n 
Proposition 2: we still have for all n > 2g -- 2 that !((n + 1 )P) = !(uPj + I. 
so that G, contains all integers >2g. 
For k algebraically closed, the semigroup G, also has the following 
property: Suppose R = k(x, yj, with [R: k(x)] := m, IR: k(y) / = u: and R is 
separable algebraic over both k(x) and k(y), then m $- IZ -- 2 E 6,: and 
m -c- n - 1 E G, . 
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ProoJ Let f(X, Y) be the defining equation for x and y, and C the 
corresponding curve. We choose a, 6, c, d E k so that a # 6, c # d, and 
(I) the curve C intersects ~=a, x= b: y= c, y= d only at simple 
points of C, 
(2) the curve C contains the points (a: d) and (b, c). 
It is easy to see that the zero divisor of the function z = (x - a)(y - c)/ 
(x - b)(y - d) is of degree 12 + m - 2. Hence [R: k(z)1 = n + m - 2. To 
show that n + m - 1 E G, we simply modify condition (2) by requiring that 
(a, d) be a point of C, but (b, c) not be a point of C. 
2. WEIERSTRASS CANONICAL DIVISORS 
We shall henceforth assume that the ground field k is algebraically closed. 
L.et R be a function field of one variable over k. 
DEFINITION 2. Let K be an effective canonical divisor on R, and let G” 
denote the additive semigroup generated by {n j IZ = IR: k(x)] for some 
x E F(K)}. The canonical divisor K is said to be W’eierstrass if G” contains 
a positive integer less than g = the genus of R. 
PROPOSITION 3. If R has genus g and n E G, with n <g, then n E GK 
for some ejyectice canonical divisor K of R. 
Pro@ Let x E R be such that n = IR: k(x) 1, and let D = (.~),TC. By the 
Riemann-Roth formula, we have for any canonical divisor K* 
f(D)=degD+ l-g++(K*-D). 
Since Z(D) > 1 and deg D <g. we have Z(K* - D) > 0. Hcncc there exists 




and x E p(K). 
Remark. It follows from Propositions 2 and 3 that the computation of 
the Liiroth semigroup G, is reduced to the computation of GK for various 
effective canonical divisors K of R when R is of characteristic zero. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Assume that R has genus g > 1, and let K be an 
effective canonical divisor for R. Then GK contains at least g - 1 positive 
integers < 2g -- 2. 
Proof. The vector space Y(K) = {fCZ R ] (J) + K 2 0) is of dimension g. 
We shall construct inductively f, ,..., f, E Y(K) such that 
(1) (fl)r*, > (fi), > -*- > (f,),, 
(2) /((J&J = g + I - i, i = 1, 2 ,..., g. 
Note that GK will then contain the positive integers deg(&), , i = l,..., g - 1, 
thus proving our result. We take f, to be a general linear combination of the 
elements in a basis for Y’(K). Then for any f E Y(K), we have (f,),: > (f ), 
so that Y(K) = Y((f,),) and /((j;),) =g. Suppose, inductively, we have 
defined f, ,...,A satisfying (1) and (2) for some i < g. Then f((fi),) = g + I - 
i > 1, so that deg(f;:), > 0, say (f;), = C niPi, where the Pi are prime 
divisors and n, is positive. Let 
U= fEP((f;:),) (f),=vmiPiwithm, <n, 
I 
Then U is a proper subspace of L/((J),), and Y((fi),) equals the vector 
space spanned by f;: and U. Hence dim U = g - i. We take fi+, to be a 
general linear combination of the elements in a basis for U. Then (f;:), > 
(A;:, ,L and u=WL,),) so that /(vi+ &) = g - i. This completes the 
induction step. and hence the proof. 
Remark. We note that classically in the theory of Weierstrass points, 
there are precisely g - 1 positive nongaps < 2g - 1. However, there are 
sometimes more than g -- 1 positive integers ,<2g - 2 in GK as is indicated 
by Example 1 in Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let R be hyperelliptic of genus g. Then GK is generated 
by 2 for every eflective canonical divisor K, and G, is generated by 2, g + 1, 
g+ 2. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 9 of [ 1, p. 741 that there exists a unique 
genus zero subfield S c R with [R: S] = 2, and S contains all ratios of 
differentials of the lirst kind for R. Therefore x E Y(K) implies x E S, so 
that [R: k(x)] is even. Hence GK consists of only even integers. Proposition 4 
implies 2 E GK, and by Proposition 3, G, contains no odd integer <g + 1. If 
R/S is separable, let P be a place of R that is unramified over S. By 
Proposition 3, I(gP) = 1. Hence f((g + l)P) = 2 and I(( g + 2)P) = 3, so 
that g + 1, g + 2 E G,. If R/S is purely inseparable, let P, ,..., Pg+2 be 
distinct places of R, and let D = P, + . . . + P,, 2. Since every place of R is 
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ramified over S, I(D - Pi - Pj) = 1 for any i #j. Hence I(D -Pi) = 2, and 
1(D) = 3. It follows that there exist functions with polar set precisely D -Pi 
andD,sothatg+l,g+2EG,. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a function field of one variable of genus g > 2 
over an algebraically closed ground field k of characteristic zero. Then R is 
hyperelliptic if and only if every effective canonical divisor for R is 
Weierstrass. 
ProoJ If R is hyperelliptic, then Proposition 5 implies that 2 E GK for 
every effective canonical divisor K. Hence every K is Weierstrass. 
Suppose that R is not hyperelliptic. We consider the canonical embedding 
of R as a curve C of degree 2g- 2 in projective space I?R-‘. Effective 
canonical divisors are given as the 2g - 2 points of H n C for H any hyper- 
plane ,in Ps-‘. We note that such a canonical divisor K = H n C is non- 
Weierstrass precisely when the 2g - 2 points of H n C are in general 
position-i.e., any g - 1 of the points span H. This is clear since f E Y(K) 
implies (f) = K* -K, where K* is another effective canonical divisor, say 
K” = H* n C with H* a hyperplane, and deg(f), = 2g - 2-(the number 
of common points of K and K*). That there exist K = H n C for which the 
points of K are in general position is the content of the following lemma 
which completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
LEMMA (cf. 14, p. 2491). Let k be an algebraically closedfield of charac- 
teristic zero, and let C be a curve in projective space [P”, n > 2, over k such 
that C is not in any proper linear subspace of Ip”. Then there is a hyperplane 
H in IF” with the property that any n points of H (7 C span H. 
ProoJ Let B’ denote the set of multi-i-secants for C, 1 < i < n - 2, that 
is, B i = (i-dimensional inear subspaces L of Rn 1 L f7 C contains more than 
i + 1 points]. We claim that B’ is contained in an i-dimensional subset of the 
set of all i-dimensional planes in P”. 
We first observe that through almost all (i.e., all but at most finitely 
many) points of C there are only a finite number of multisecant lines. To 
show this, we just need to show that there exists a point Q of C such that the 
projection of C with center Q is birational. Since the ground field k is of 
characteristic zero, the existence of such a point Q on C follows as in 15, 
p. 3 11, Proposition 3.81, and the existence of birational projections of C into 
P’ (the assumption that the curve is nonsingular is not necessary in 15, 
Proposition 3.81, one may just consider tangent lines at nonsingular points of 
the curve). Therefore, the set of multisecant lines (Q,, Q,) with Q, varying 
on C but excluding the finite set of points of C having infinitely many 
multisecants is a l-dimensional family. For the finitely many exceptional 
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points Q, of C, the set of multisecant lines (Q,) Q,) is aiso i-dimensionai. 
Hence B ’ is l-dimensional. 
Inductively, we shall assume that B’ is i-dimensional for all i <j: where 
1 <j < n - 2. With each multi-j-secant we can associate a j t- 2-tuple 
(Qr ,..., Q;+& of points of C. If the points Q,,..., Qjj; : are not independent: 
then they determine a multi-(j - 1)-secant. By our induction hypothesis, all 
such multi-j-secants are contained in a j-dimensional family. We therefore 
consider multi-j-secants associated with j $2-tuples (Q, ,...: Q,,+ 2) for which 
Qr :..., Q,i+ r are linearly independent. Thus, (Q,,.... Q,J span a (j -- I)- 
dimensional linear space. We project F” to P”--,j using this linear space as 
the center of our projection. We claim that for almost ai! (Q, ,...? Qj)----i.e., 
for all but a (j - 1)-dimensional subset, such a projection is birational for C. 
This follows from the fact that C and its projections to ‘p”: n > s > IZ --J, 
have the property that through all but a finite number of points there are 
only a finite number of multisecant lines. The projection with center the 
iinear space spanned by (Q, ,..., Qj) can be realized by first projecting from 
Qi to ;r+‘, and then projecting from the image of Qz to P”-’ etc. Ir 
(Q,,..., Qj) is a birational center for C (i.e., the projection of II Td 4 to $2 )! -.i .iNith II 
center the linear space spanned by Q, ,..., Qj is birational for C) then there 
are only finitely many choices of Qj+,) Qj+; to form a multi-j-secant 
Q..: ). Hence the 
$ I:::: Q: h2) for which (Q 
set of all multi-j-secants associated with tuples 
, ,...? Qj) is a birational center is contained in a j- 
dimensional family. Furthermore, the multi-j-secants for which (Q, )...’ Q.3 is 
not a birational center are such that (Qr,..., Qj) is in a (j- 1)dimensionai 
family. For any such (Q ,,..., Qj) the corresponding multi-j-secant is uniquely 
determined by Qj,l which varies on our curve C. Therefore such muItiY/- 
secants are also contained in a j-dimensionai family. Our ciaim on the 
dimension of B’ is thus established. 
We noie that the subset of hyperplanes in P” that contain a fixed element 
of B’ is of dimension n -i -- 1. Since B’ has dimension i, it follows that the 
family of hyperplanes in P” that contain some eiement of B’ is of dimension 
H -- 1, for each i = 1, 2,..., n -- 2. Let H be any hyperplane in F” not in any 
one of the above (n - I)-dimensional sets. If Q:, ‘..~” Q,q E H ,5 C, then 
Qr ,...) Q,! span H. QE. 0. 
Remark-. It follows from a classical result about the existence of specia.i 
divisors j fj7 Lecture 3 1, p. 550; 8 1 that G, contains integers < (g $ 3 )/2. We 
conclude that if g > 3, then there exist on R Weierstrass canonical divisors. 
On the other hand, if R is the function field of a nonsingular plane curve 01 
degree 4, so genus 3; we observe in Example I that every canonical divisor 
on R is non-Weierstrass. 
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3. APP~ATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Let R be the function field of a nonsingular projective plane 
curve C of degree n over an algebraically closed ground field k. Then R has 
genus g = (n - l)(n - 2)/2, and effective canonical divisors for R are given 
as the points of intersection of C in P* with curves of degree n - 3. For 
small values of n, it is easy to calculate the Liiroth semigroup G,, and show 
that in fact all nonsingular plane curves of a fixed degree n < 10 have the 
same Liiroth semigroup. If Z, denotes the set of positive integers, we have 
n = 3, Z,\G, = {I}, 
n = 4, Z+\G, = i 1,219 
n = 5, ZAG, = {l, 2,31, 
n = 6, Zl\G, = 
n = 7, Z ,.\G, = 
n = 8, UG, = 
n = 9, z +\G, = 
1, 2: 394, 7}, 
1,2,3,4,5: 8,9), 
1 ,..., 6, 9, 10, 1 1 }, 
1 )...) 7, 10, 11, 12, 13). 
To verify the above data we use Proposition 3. For example, to show, for 
n = 6, that 7 & G,, it follows from Proposition 3 that we only need to show 
that it is not possible to have two curves of degree <3 with 7 residual inter- 
sections on C. Since two cubits without common component meet in 9 
points and 18 - 9 > 7, while two tonics without common component meet in 
4 points, and the set of tonics in P2 is 5dimensiona1, we see that 12 - 4 = 
8 E G, , but 7 & G, . For n = 10, it is not clear if 21 E G, . In order that 
21 E G, one would have to have two distinct cubits in P’ with 9 common 
points on C, or two distinct curves of degree 7 meeting in 49 points on C. It 
is not clear to us if every nonsingular plane curve of degree 10 has such 
points. In general: it is not hard to show that a canonical divisor K cut out 
on C by a reducible curve of degree n - 3 always gives a Weierstrass 
canonical divisor. We just need to show for m with 1 < m < n - 3 that 
mn - (the dimension of curves of degree m in rJ2) + 1 < g. 
Here g = (n - l)(n - 2)/2, and m(m + 3)/2 is the dimension of the family of 
curves of degree m in Ip’, so we wish to show that 
mn - m(m + 3)/2 + 1 < (n - l)(n - 2)/2 
or 
2mn-m2-3m<n2-3n 
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or 
0 < (n - in)* - 3(12 - m) = (n - mj(n - m -- 31, 
both of which are positive. 
To obtain a canonical divisor K such that GK contains more than g - 
positive integers < 2g - 2, we consider a nonsingular plane curve C of degr: 
G so that g = 6. Let K be a canonical divisor cut out on C by two lines th 
do not meet on C. By taking other canonical divisors given by tonics wi 
one of these lines as a component, we see that 4, 5 E GK? and by using tl 
fact that the family of all tonics in P* is 5-dimensional, we obtain 0th 
tonics that cut out any number between 0 and 4 points of K. Thus. 6, 7, 
9, 10 E GK, and GK contains g + 1 positive integers < 2g - 2. 
We note that the above data on Liiroth semigroups together wi 
Theorem ! yields some information on the impossibility of R c S, for R ar 
S function fields of nonsingular plane curves. For example, if R and S a 
function fields of nonsingular plane curves of degree 6 and 8: respective1 
then 7 E G,\G, implies R & S. This is a case not ruled out by Hurwitz 
theorem relating the genera of R and S when R C_ S. For a classic 
treatment of Proposition 6, see J. L. Coolidge, A Treafise oz Algebraic PEai 
Curz’es, p. 408. 
PROPOSI’I7ON 6. Let R and S be function fields of nonsingular projecii! 
plane curz’es C and C” of the same degree n > 4 oGer an algebraically clost 
ground Jield k. Then any k-isomorphism 5: R -+ S is induced by a line{ 
isomorphism a: I>* --f 8’* such that a(C) = C*. 
ProoJ Let R = k(x, y). S = k(u, v> be given by affine pieces of ti 
embeddings of C and C* into K>‘. We just need to show that r(xj and r(. 
are fractional linear in u and u. If n = 4, then effective canonical divisors a 
cut out by iines, so that (x)” and (x),~ are canonical divisors for R. Herr 
(t(x)), and (r(x)), are canonical divisors for S, so that r(xj, and similar 
l-(u) are fractional linear in u and u. If n > 5: then deg(x),, = deg(r(x)j, 
n < genus of C = (n -- I)(n - 2)/2, so it follows from Proposition 3 th 
r(x) E .Y’(K”), for some effective canonical divisor K* of S. Let K * be give 
as the intersection of C” with a curve F of degree ~2 -. 3 defined I _- - 
f(U, V) = 0. Then r(x) + K ?’ is another effective canonical divisor for S, sa - - 
cut out by a curve G defined by g(U, V) = 0. We have t(xj = g(u, t’)/f(u: r. 
and WC need to show that F and G have a common component of degr 
n -4. Suppose F=F* UE, G=G* iJE with F*’ and G* having I 
common components and deg E = n - 3 .- i, I < i < n - 3. so that deg F” 
deg G” = i. We have 
#(Fe n C*) = #(G* n C:s) = in 
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and 
#(F* n G*) = i2. 
Since deg(r(x)), = deg(r(x)), < 12, we have 
#(F* n C*) < deg(r(x)), + #(F* n G*) < n + i2. 
Thus, 
in < n + i2, 
or 
i(n-i)-n=(i- l)(n-i- l)- 1 ,<O, 
which implies i = 1. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Proposition 6 is not true for nonsingular plane curves of degree 
3. For example, if k is of characteristic zero, and R = k(x, y), with 
y2 - 2x*y +x = 0, then consider the following change of variables: let y, = 
Y-X2 so that y: + x -x4 = 0. Let u =y1/x2 and v = l/x so that 
~~+v~-l=O,andR=k(x,y)=k(u,v)=S.The3pointsu=O,y=l,w, 
w2, where w is a primitive 3rd root of unity are collinear for k(u, v), but lie 
on the irreducible conic y = x2 for k(x, y). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let S be a function field of one variable over an 
algebraically closed ground field k. If S is a trigonal field, i.e., 3 E G,, then 
any hyperelliptic subfield R of S is of genus 2. 
ProoJ: Since 3 E G, c GR , we have 2,3 E G,. Let x, y E R be such that -- 
[R: k(x)] = 2 and [R: k(y)] = 3. Then R = k(x, y). Let f(X, Y) = 0 be the 
defining equation of x, y. Then 
-- -- 
degpf(X, Y) = 2 and degjtf(X, Y) = 3. 
-- 
If the total degree of f(X, Y) = 3, then R is of genus < 1 contrary to our - - 
assumption that R is hyperelliptic. Hence f(X, Y) has degree 4 or 5. -- 
Moreover, from Example 1, we see that f(X, Y) must define a singular -- 
projective plane curve. If f(X, Y) is of degree 4, then the genus of R is <2 - - 
[3, p. 2011, as we wish to show. If f(X, Y) is of degree 5, then by a linear 
change of variables, we may assume that f(0, 0) = 0. Consider 
-- 
(l/X?) * f(X, Y) = g( l/X, l/Y). 
It is easy to see that g(l/X, l/Y) has degree at most 4. Hence, as above, we 
conclude that R is of genus <2. 
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